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For EACH aim break it down into 2 objectives.

You must use the action verbs in these tables.

Aim 1 - needs to involve you collecting data on your topic.  
(Secondary information)

Aim 2 - you will need to explore a variety of opinions. 
(Primary information)

Aim 3 - can be secondary or primary evidence but will be 
focused around finding solutions to your question 

Research Question   - “Is skiing dangerous?”
Aim 1 - To evaluate the number of skiing injuries?
Obj 1 - To collect data on skiing injuries.
Obj 2 - To analyse data on skiing injuries.

Aim 2 - To explore opinions on the dangers of skiing.
Obj 1 - To discover expert opinion on the dangers of skiing
Obj 2 - To collect the opinions of my peers on the dangers 
of skiing

Aim 3 - To discover how skiing could be made safer
Obj 1 - To identify how ski etiquette can be developed
Obj 2 - To recommend how skiers can reduce their risk of 
injury through protective equipment/ clothing.

Aims and Objectives

Write 3 aims which will allow you to 
answer your research question.



Choosing a topic - 
Make a mindmap and write down a list of all the topics that 
interest you.
Hobbies, interests, future careers, topics you like reading 
about.

YOU NEED TO CHECK THAT THERE IS DATA AVAILABLE 
FOR YOU TO COLLECT 

HEALTH
Is Wales getting healthier?
How has the smoking ban affected health?
Is Cannabis a dangerous drug?
Should the alcohol age limit be increased to 21?
Is a high fat diet a healthy lifestyle choice?
Is the Atkins diet dangerous?
Is all exercise healthy?
Are Welsh teenagers getting healthier?
Is obesity in Wales affected by Gender?

MEDICINE
Have free prescriptions affected the treatment of other illnesses in 
Wales?
Is homeopathy becoming a more viable alternative to traditional 
medicine?
Why is heart disease the number 1 killer globally?
How expensive are smoking related illnesses to the NHS?
Have the recent changes in the law regarding Transplants in Wales 
been effective?
Are waiting times in hospitals improving?
Are there equal opportunities for women in Medicine?
Is private healthcare the future for all?
Is the NHS providing a good service?
Are GPs becoming extinct in Wales?

SOME IDEAS

SCIENCE
Are STEM subjects becoming more universally studied?
Is success in Science GCSE/ A Level affected by gender?
How successful is IVF? Click for next slide



TRAVEL
How popular are Staycations becoming? 
Is Cardiff Airport providing a useful service? 
Is travelling in a “gap year” popular?
Is Magaluf still popular with 18-30s?
Which destination is the most popular with 
OAPs?
Does age affect where you like to go on 
holiday?

TRANSPORT
Are electric cars a viable alternative to petrol/ 
diesel cars?
How beneficial might pedestrianising Newport 
be?
How has the use of canals changed?
Is flying the safest form of transport?
What is the cause of most road traffic 
accidents?
Should the laws relating to drunk driving be 
changed?
Are teenagers the worst drivers on the road?

TECHNOLOGY
Why are Apple products so popular?
How has Alexa impacted our lives?
Has on-line shopping  sealed the fate of 
high street shopping?
Is technology the answer to reducing 
injury in sport?
How global is the world wide web?

SPORT
Is football becoming the new national sport of Wales?
Is Rugby dying in Wales?
Is Gymnastics a “girls” sport?
Why is Welsh women’s rugby thriving?
Why is cycling becoming so popular?
Is technology ruining our enjoyment of live sport?

HISTORY
Which historical site is the popular tourist destination in the UK?
Which historical site globally is the most  popular tourist destination?
Which monarch was the most effective?
Which Political Leader was the most dangerous?

ENVIRONMENT
Has the carrier bag charge been effective at reducing plastic pollution?
Can electric cars make our cities healthier? 
Wood burning stoves are becoming a must-have in design, are they 
damaging to our environment?  

ANIMALS
Should the ban on 
ivory sales be lifted?
Are zoos archaic?
Are pets becoming fashion 
accessories?
Does wildlife need protection?



Writing a rationale

This is an outline - and doesn’t matter if eventually you don’t do exactly what you 
said you were going to do.

You don’t need to give specific web addresses although if you know that there are 
certain organisations that you will use you can describe these.

Describe for each aim, how you will find out the information.

Eg I will use Google to search for ……   I will store my information in ….

DO NOT DESCRIBE WHAT YOU INTEND TO FIND OUT



Write Aim 1

You will need to find a couple of relevant sources to show that you 
understand the topic.  

Paste the url  - http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/7948778.stm do a 
RURU discussion of the source, read, summarise and interpret.

See if you can identify some alternative/ conflicting viewpoints.

SHOW THAT YOU HAVE GOOD UNDERSTANDING

THEN

Click for 
next page

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/7948778.stm


Now try to find some data on your topic.

Look for data over a few different years so that you can track what’s 
happened and then predict for the future.

Store your DATA in Google Sheets. 



Write your introduction

You will need to give some scope to your project.

You could start with the following

1. Why do you want to research this topic?
2. What do you hope to find?
3. Are there any current stories in the media which are relevant?
4. Does it have relevance to you/ your career?
5. Explain the terminology which you will be using.
6. Has the topic become more relevant?

And many more…..      There are 12 marks available



So - where can you search
Search engines

Google Search    BING    Yahoo!

Or Google Advanced Search - try 
it.  It will allow you to set filters, 

 



Describe for each aim
Aim 1

In order to “paste in your aim”  I will ……

Aim 2

In order to “paste in your aim”  I will ……

Aim 3

In order to “paste in your aim”  I will ……

FOCUS ON YOUR 
RESEARCH METHODS,

You could also discuss 
what you will do to make 
your information more 
credible.



This is the most 
important part of 
the IRP.

Firstly think back, write a list of all the things you did to 
enable you to write your project

Then think about HOW you could have produced a 
better project.

Then, think about WHY you used these research 
methods and whether they were useful/ effective

 



Writing a Conclusion

You will need to do a conclusion for EVERY aim.  

At the end of your Aim 1 - conclude.  -  same for Aims 2 and 3.

Refer to the aim which you are concluding and state specifically 
WHAT you found - not HOW you found it.

YOU WILL ALSO NEED TO

Perform a conclusion of the research question.

…...there may be some repetition here 

12 Marks 
available for 
conclusions



Discuss why you 
have chosen the 
source

Is the source’s 
usefulness 
limited by its 
credibility?

Reliable
● Name the person/ organisation which wrote the source. 
● Are they trustworthy?
● Could they have a reason for trying to persuade you to think their point of view?
● Might they be biased?

Useful
● Why will this source help you to write your standpoint?
● Is it easy to understand?
● Is it straightforward?
● Is it very detailed on one aspect, or does it cover a lot of information in less 

detail?
Up to Date

● When was your source written?
● Decide if you think the date affects the content about what is written.
● Is it too old to be useful?
● Is it new enough? - it might depend upon the topic.

Relevant
● Can you / Have you been able to find similar information anywhere else? 
● Does this make the source more valuable because others have found the same?
● Does the information help you identify the PESTLE factors?



Try to find sources that will have 
different viewpoints

● Look at the authors
● Date published
● Organisation represented
● Level of intellectual content 



Creating quality graphs in 
Google Sheets

SELF-HELP guide to improve your skill in producing a 
quality graph

Scan the following slides to find how to …..
● make a simple graph,
● change the type of graph
● label axes correctly
● add another axes to compare 2 types of data on the same graph
● add a line of best fit

Click for next page



Simple bar chart
1.  Input your data, then select it.

Then click on this 
symbol, or insert 
chart

Click for 
next page



Check the accuracy of the labelling of the 
graph and the axes

To add axis labels, double click on 
the graph to open the chart editor

Click

Change 
the chart 
type if 
required, 
trial a 
few 
different 
types

Click for 
next page



Click here to 
change the label 
of your choice Click for 

next page



To add some data to compare

Click here then 
choose one of 
the axis

Then to add labels, click on chart axis & titles, follow last slide

Click for 
next page



To add a line of best fit

Click on add trend 
line

Click for 
next page



Aim 2- PRIMARY EVIDENCE

You are trying to find a range of different 
opinions.  
Choose two methods of finding PRIMARY data.

Interview
Questionnaire
Photograph
Journal



Questionnaire

There are lots to choose from.

This is good.  Very easy 
to use, and will collate 
results for you.



Think about who your expert is, 
How much time do you have for the interview,
What would you like to discover?

How will you record their responses?

Will there be any follow up?

Photograph?  Video?  



Interpreting opinions
Review your population sample.

Has gender/age affected the response?

Discuss what the opinion is, if you agree/ disagree and why?

Try to give reasons for the opinions given.

Discuss whether your expert opinion is different from that of your peers.

Is there anything you should have asked - but didn’t.



Review, summarise, interpret
Read the sources you have chosen, identify some important key 
phrases and words -  paste these in to your work.  “Put them in 
speech marks”.  Describe what it means to you.

Eg  “Only about 48% of U.S. skiers and snowboarders routinely wear helmets.”  

This tells me that -    Therefore nearly half of US skiers and snowboarders don’t wear helmets and 
therefore risk getting head and neck injuries whilst skiing.



Writing a reflection
This is the most important part on the IRP.

You need to look back at what you did to produce the project and evaluate how 
successful you were.

Also, you will need to make suggestions of how you could improve the project 
which you researched. 



Identify what you did
Then identify HOW you did it?

Think about the APPS you used, calculations, methods of collecting data.

Were you successful?  If not, why not?

Be critical, there is nothing wrong with saying that you didn’t understand, or you 
struggled with something.  You just need to describe what you did to overcome the 
obstacle.  

What would you change if you had a similar challenge? 



Planning and Organisation
❖ When I was planning my project I used a mindmap to identify lots of ideas 

which I am interested in.  I found this useful because
❖ Once I chose the topic of my project I then used Google to help me think of 

a research question for my project.  I found Google helpful because
❖ I created a folder called Individual Project where I stored all my information, 

I found this helped with my organisation because  
❖ I used Google Forms to create a questionnaire for Aim 2, I planned my 

questions carefully so that 
❖ During my planning I should have 
❖ In hindsight, I think that 

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
❖ I tried to maximise the reliability of my research by
❖ I was able to interpret graphs but 
❖ I found that I was able to find alternative viewpoints this helped because 
❖ When searching for relevant information I found this quite challenging 

because,     therefore
❖ I was/ was not  able to identify key information and I tried to improve this by
❖ I found it difficult  when I had to make an analysis of someone’s point of view, 

so I 
❖ I was/was not able to summarise information and this meant that
❖ I tried to use a range of techniques to display my findings so that   

...some ideas

Look at the next 
page too ….

1. Did you produce a good project and why?
2. What did you do well?
3. What would you do differently next time?



Digital Literacy
❖ I used Google Sheets to store data, this enabled me to 
❖ I was able to make a chart and change its format by 
❖ Being able to use a range of 
❖ I found using formulas in a spreadsheet helped because
❖ I used Microsoft Excel because 
❖ When assessing the credibility of digital sources I found that 

identifying the date was 
❖ Checking the reliability of the information was 
❖ To be able to comment upon the level of possible bias was 

difficult
❖ Using the Internet helped when trying to check the credibility of 

the author because 
❖ I was able to store information digitally and this meant that

Literacy
❖ When writing in sentences I had to check that 
❖ I  proofread my work so that 
❖ I used some of the tools in Google Docs to help with ______this meant that  
❖ I found writing a rationale quite difficult because 
❖ I made sure that the information which I used from other people was 

referenced correctly by,    this was vital because
❖ I found it quite difficult to interpret findings particularly   

Numeracy Skills
❖ I found when analysing numerical 

sources of information that ….
❖ I was able to use Google to help 

with ……
❖ When I was analysing the data 

collected in aim 2 I found 
❖ The numeracy skills i used were 

….   Using these skills allowed me 
to …..

❖ I would have like to have been 
confident using …..

❖ I found some charts easier to 
interpret than others, in particular I 

❖ I created a timeline using   ……   
this was an effective tool at 
analysing data because 

1. Did you produce a good project and why?
2. What did you do well?
3. What would you do differently next time?



1. Choose a topic  you would like to study that has a particular interest to you and write an introduction to the topic. This could be 
linked to a future career or present hobby.
2. Project proposal - Now you have chosen your topic carry out some initial research and write a project proposal which will outline 
what you would like to find out. This is your introduction.
3. Project title - You are now ready to create a research question based on that topic.  E.g  Is Wales getting wetter? Is the fire 
service doing enough to recruit female fire workers? Are the sport facilities in Newport adequate for young people? 
4. Aims and Objectives - The purpose of an aim is to define WHAT you hope to achieve and the objective is the process you might 
use to achieve your aim. There are three aims and each aim has two objectives
For an example see the next slide



Research question- Is Wales getting wetter? 

Aim 1 - This must be based on data from a variety of sources.

To investigate rainfall levels in Wales 
Objective 1 -  To explore monthly rainfall rates in Wales
Objective 2  -To analyse any rainfall trends in the data.

Aim 2 - This must be based on effect or impact (Primary research is needed here)

To investigate the effects of flooding within a Welsh community.
Objective 1 -  To explore people’s experiences of flooding.
Objective 2  -To explore the extent to which communities have been affected by flooding.

Aim 3 - This must be based on a solution or strategy

To review current strategies for dealing with with flooding.
Objective 1 -  To evaluate local strategies used in one community.
Objective 2  -To investigate national strategies for flood prevention.



You MUST organise your rationale around each aim and objective.

For Example: -

Aim 1: To discover the number of males and females in the fire service currently?

Objectives
1. Explore data on the level of males and female fire officers using statistics.
2. To discover changes to the data over the last 10 years

Writing a rationale

Click for 
next page



Aim 1: To discover the number of males and females in the fire service currently?

In order to explore data on the level of males and female fire officers I will use secondary data. I will find statistics from numerous 
different sources to make sure that the data collected is reliable. For example, I will be using data from the Chief Fire Officers 
Association as this will contain valid data which is relevant and up to date to meet this particular aim.  I will also convert the statistics 
into graphs to make any patterns and trends easy to identify. This will allow me to discover changes to the data over the last 10 years
Your rationale must be: detailed and effective describing the planning decisions to be made. Appropriate and effective research methods 
and resources selected.

Some Questions to help you to select and plan your research methods, resources and materials

1. Is the data already available? If yes is the secondary data reliable, up to date, free from bias, carried out on a large sample?
2. Will you need to gain opinions via primary research? If so would an interview or questionnaire be suitable? Who will take part in 

your research? Give detail about the sample e.g. I will send the questionnaire out to 30 participants from different age groups to 
ensure that I get a broad range of responses. 

3. Try to justify your decisions by looking at the strengths and weaknesses of the selected research method.





Click for next slide
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next page
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next page
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next page





Writing Aim 3

Offering solutions:

Aim 3 will usually involve you searching for information, reviewing 
and summarising the content.

Try to use at least 3 sources.

You may want to  “quote” some key words and phrases.

Aim 3 needs to be of a similar standard to aims 1 and 2, don’t 
make the mistake that just because it’s the last aim you don’t 
need to a thorough piece of research. 

Click for 
next page



Review, summarise, interpret
Read the sources you have chosen, identify some important key 
phrases and words -  paste these in to your work.  “Put them in 
speech marks”.  Describe what it means to you.

Eg  “Only about 48% of U.S. skiers and snowboarders routinely wear helmets.”  

This tells me that -    Therefore nearly half of US skiers and snowboarders don’t wear helmets and 
therefore risk getting head and neck injuries whilst skiing.



Be critical  -  think about what you need to do to move your work into the next band




